Help Needed
for a research study on the
DEVELOPMENT OF SPEECH
PRODUCTION

WHO CAN PARTICIPATE?
- One or more of the following:
  - Infants
  - Children with typical development
  - Age 1 and 2

WHAT DOES THE STUDY ENTAIL?
- **Recording** your voice while you speak into a microphone and repeat various sounds, words, and sentences.
- A brief **hearing screening**.
- The session takes about **30-45 minutes**, depending on age.
- Following completion, you may be eligible for an **additional 30-minute study**. This requires you to breathe slowly into a tube that measures the size and shape of your mouth and throat.
- Some individuals may be eligible to participate in this study again in the future!

Compensation for participating

**INTERESTED? Please call or e-mail us!**

Vocal Tract Development Lab
Waisman Center
1500 Highland Ave, Madison WI 53705
- Located on bus line (across from hospital)
- Parking is available
- **Phone #:** (608) 263-5610
- **E-mail:** vtlab@waisman.wisc.edu